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In recent years, some drastic policy changes have taken place in English language teaching 

(ELT) in Japan，ぉ seenin the adoption of an educational s甘ategycalled ‘Action Plan to Cultivate 

“'Japanese with English Abilities”’ and白eintroduction of‘Foreゆ languageactivities' into 

elemen旬ryschools. Such policy changes a偽 cttextbooks used in Japanese schools, because the 

School Education Law stipulates that the use of textbooks is compulsory and that the Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (Ministry of Education) examines them鎚 to

whether or not由ey訂 efollowing its guidelines on textbooks (Ministtγof Education, 1994 ). 

Given the impact of teaching materials on learners' learning of language (McGrath, 2002), such 

changes manifested in authorized textbooks訂eexpected to bring about improvements on Japanese 

students’learning of English. In reality, however, it is not certain whether dramatic 

improvements will take place as expected, since not much is known as to how much these 

authorized textbooks are being used in actual classes of English in Japan. In fact, there訂eeven 

cases where teachers are teaching Grammar instead of Oral English in classes designated as Oral 

Communication I or II （トHizato,2008). Under these circumstances, it is difficult for students to 

improve their oral communication skills as designed no ma悦erhow much textbooks for Oral 

Communication are improved. It is generally assumed白紙themain reason for such situations to 

exist is because the primary need of Japanese senior high school students who want to go on to 

college is to pass their en廿anceexaminations and that most English tests for college admission are 

still focused on grammatical knowledge (Matsunaga, 2007; Watkins, Kaw.紘ami,& Kobayashi, 

1997). Such being the case, textbook users, namely teachers and students, tend to view textbooks 

designed for Oral Communication I and Hぉ notso usefulおrobtaining high scores on those tes包．

To make things worse, this issue is seldom discussed in public, since such schools may be censured 

by the Minis句rof Education or the board of education in their dis甘ictif it is known to白em,as 

exemplified by a case which was discovered some ye訂sago much to the dismay of the authorities 

concerned, where some senior high schools had ‘secretly’graduated some of their students without 

finishing由emandatory subject‘World History'. 
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To remedy such situations, it is considered essential to understand what teaching materials訂e

used in actual classes, as mentioned by researchers such as Cunningsworth (1995) and Ellis (1997). 

Thus, as part of the study which investigates into the roles and problems of English textbooks in 

Japan, the researcher will take up the issue of materials use in English classes at senior high 

schools. 

2 Literature review 

Generally speaking, the issue of materials use does not seem to be the main concern in the field 

of foreign language education, especially at the secondary school level. The issue is mainly 

discussed in the context of basal materials for Reading剖 elementaryschools ( e.g., Barr & Sado刊

1989; Baumann & Heubach, 1996; Durkin, 1984）.百1is,however, does not necessarily mean 

there釘eno studies on the issue in ELT. Studies may have been conducted on this issue, yet since 

many of them may have been done in an informal style, and thus have not been formally published 

in academic journals (McGr剖h,2002). 

In the Japanese literature, studies concerned with this issue are limited to those suchぉ

Ichikawa (2006), Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki (2008), Kumabe (1981 ), and Japan Textbook 

Research Center (2008), which will be reviewed here. As part of their study which aimed剖

examining the e宜ectof language learning on learners' cross-cultural attitudes in an effort to 

identi今 factorswhich a能 ctthem, Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki (2008) investigated, by 

means of a questionnaire, on 4 7 English teachers剖 bothjunior and senior high schools in由eAki旬

釘 eaぉ towhether they used authorized textbooks, and how much they used the textbooks. The 

results showed白atover 90% of the teachers used authorized textbooks in their classes, and由at,of 

these teachers, about 95%, which constituted about 85% of the total number of teachers in this area, 

used them for 60% or more of their class time. From this they concluded白attheir classes were 

'textbook-oriented’focusing on‘formal“mechanical”teaching’， while they provided‘little 

opportunity for企eeor creative activities' (p.145). 

Given that the study’s main focus was on looking at their students' cross-cultural attitudes 

fostered by language learning, it is unavoidable that the study could not provide information as to 

what materials other than textbooks are used in their classes. However, it can be positively stated 

that the researchers showed empirical data pertaining to the fact that teaching English in Japan is 

being s甘onglyinfluenced by authorized textbooks. 

Similarly, as p訂 tof the study which investigated into teachers' views and p訂・ents’expectations

on textbooks, Japan Textbook Research Center (2008) asked, by means of a questionnaire, teachers 

at elementary and junior high schools about how they used their textbooks in their classes. In the 
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subject area of English, 326 junior high school teachers responded to the questionnaire, the results 

of which showed白紙 nearly80% answered th剖白eyused their textbooks exclusively or used them 

as their main teaching materials, while nearly 20% used both textbooks and other materials equa日早

Those who did not use textbooks as the main ins廿uctionaltool or did not use textbooks at all were 

less than 1 %. 

The research did not旬keup白esi制ationin senior high schools. On the other hand, it 

a節目nedthe position th剖 textbookshold in the Japanese educational system, judging from由efact 

白紙 textbooks訂eused as the main teaching materials for many other subjects such as Japanese, 

Social studies, Mathematics, and Sciences at both elementary and lower secondary schools in Japan 

(Jap叩 TextbookResearch Center, 2008). 

Another study conducted by Ichikawa (2006) investigated whether the classes of ‘Oral 

Communication' were effective byぉking273 university students to answer his questionnaire on 

their experiences in these classes at their respective senior high schools. Of the question items on 

his questionnaire, one item was concerned with what materials were used other than their main 

textbooks, to which the results showed that the participanぉusedthe following materials listed in 

the order of合・equency:( 1) teacher-produced materials, (2) casse仕etapes and CDs, (3) workbooks, 

(4) movies, (5) textbooks published in foreign coun甘ies，釦d(6) VTR. He由enasked to what 

extent those extra materials were covered, to which half of the participan包 saidall or almost all of 

them were covered, while nearly 30% answered half of them were covered, and 23% answered they 

were seldom covered. Also, concerning the question on to what extent audio materials (i.e., 

casse社：etapes and CDs) were used in their classes, almost 40% answered出eywere used at every 

class hour, while nearly one third said‘sometimes’， and nearly a quarter chose ‘seldom'. 

Al白oughhe did not directly ask to what extent the textbooks were used in Oral Communication 

classes, his research showed白紙 otherteaching materials were also used with certain合equency.

Especially, it is to be positively evaluated白紙 thestudy revealed白紙 teacher-producedmaterials 

and audio materials were used to a certain extent, which sugges臼 thatteachers are not totally 

dependent on textbooks and that they recognize the importance of developing students' oral 

communication skills. 

As part of a survey dealing with the issue of class division based on由edegrees of academic 

achievement (i.e.，‘s甘・earning’）， Kumabe ( 1981) asked 160 senior high schools, by me卸 Sof a 

questionnaire, whether they used different textbooks for different levels of classes. The results 

revealed that almost all the schools used血eS創netextbooks for all the classes regardless, while 

only 4% of the schools used different textbooks. 

Of the schools which answered that they used the same textbooks, about half answered血atthey 
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made changes in the content of teaching by using supplementary materials such as side readers, 

books of drills, or teacher-:produced materials. In regard to those schools which answered由剖

出eyused di宵erenttextbooks, half of them made changes in由econtent of teaching by using 

English A textbooks for one level of classes and English B textbooks for another level, while the 

other half of the schools differentiated it by using teacher-produced materials. 

The studies reviewed here show that textbooks are used as the main teaching materials at 

almost all junior and senior high schools in Japan (Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki, 2008; Japan 

Textbook Research Center, 2008), while other teaching materials are also used (Ichikawa, 2006; 

Kumabe, 1981 ). However, as seen above, the issue on what materials are used in ac加al

classrooms is mostly taken up only as part of a study which is mainly focused on di宵erentissues. 

It can be said that, given the central position textbooks hold in the ELT of Japan，出eissue of 

materials use does not get the level of attention it deserves. 

In addition, the studies discussed so far did not take up the two qu闘 ions-n創nelぁtheuse of 

the main textbooks and the use of other supplemen阻rymaterials-at the same time, nor did they 

clearly show which English classes used what type of teaching materials. To answer all of these 

questions is necess創γtogain a deeper insight into the issue under discussion. 

3 Research design 

The preceding chapter has unfolded a need for further rese訂 chon what teaching materials釘e

actually being used in the Japanese school context. With this need taken into account, the 

researcher set two research questions as follows: (1) To what extent the participants合omAkita 

University used their textbooks in their respective English classes (i.e., English I, English II, Oral 

Communication I, Oral Communication II, Reading, and Writing) when they were in Japanese 

senior high school? (2) What materials (i.e., workbooks, grammar books, audio materials, 

audio-visual materials, teacher-produced materials) did they use in addition to their textbooks? 

3.1 Participants 

To answer the research questions, a questionnaire was conducted with the users of textbooks, 

namely the students. The participants in this research are some of the Japanese students at Akita 

University, and the number of students involved was 291 in all. Of the 291 students, 261 were 

合oma class entitled ‘English for Academic Purposes', which is a compulsory subject in the 

university’s curriculum for all its first year students. In addition to those taking the English for 

Academic Pu中osesclass, 16 of the participants were合oma course designed for fu旬reteachers of 

English called English Language Teaching Practice, and another 14 students were合oma course in 
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Applied Linguistics II. Almost all of the particip飢白 wereassumed to be in the age bracket 

between 18 and 20. 

The participants are m吋oringin either education, engineering, or medical sciences. As for 

their home prefectures, 153 (52.6%) are合'OmAkita Prefecture, while 65 (22.3%) are企'Omother 

Tohoku (northern Japan訂ea)prefec旬resand 73合om白ere坑ofJapan. 

Though there訂eno exact data, most of these participants are assumed to have taken the regul訂

en甘加ceexaminations to this university, since sea臼 forthose who enter the university in other 

ways ( e.g., through recommendations by their high school principals）紅elimited in number. 

Naturally, as shown in Table I below, most of由eparticipants had taken most of the classes of 

English. The only exception, Oral Communication II, which only 50 participants had taken, wぉ

the class taken by fewer由an55,000 at all the senior high schools in Japan in the academic ye訂

2005. Given出剖 thisfigure is less than one.-tenth of all the eligible students (Watanabe, 2005), 

the results釘econsidered to roughly co汀・espondto the results of Watanabe (2005). 

In addition, there were two students who had taken classes other白叩 theabove-mentioned six 

(i.e., Basic English Conversation, Current English, and Language Laboratory Semmar), but the da旬

in these exceptional cぉeswere not analyzed as由eywere very small in number. 

Table I Classes of English and number of students who have taken them 

Class English I English II OC8 I OC II Reading 

Taken 255 

Not taken 11 

Others 25 

233 

29 

29 

233 

33 

25 

50 

208 

33 

198 

65 

28 

Writing 

238 

30 

33 

Note. N=291.‘Others’include those who chose ‘Don’t remember' or did not answer the question. 

3.2 Instrumentation 

Of the questions on出equestionnaire used in this part of research, the first three (i.e., Questions 

1・3)are concerned wi白 thebackground information of the participants (i.e., where由eystudied 

during their senior high school days, what classes of English they took in senior high school, and 

what textbooks they used白ere). The other questions釘econcerned with ( l) to what extent曲ey

used their textbooks in class (Question 4); (2) what materials they used in addition to their 

textbooks (Question 5）.百1esequestions were developed on白ebasis of the questionnaires used 

in Ichikawa (2006), Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki (2008), and Japan Textbook Research 

Center (2008). 
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3.3 Procedures for giving the questionnaire and data analysis 

First, to ensure its cons甘uctvalidity, a tentative questionnaire was piloted: a questionnaire was 

甘iedon several students. Following the pilot questionnaire, this study revised the questions on the 

questionnaire on the basis of the feedback given by the initial participants. Then, data collection 

was started by giving the formal questionnaire to all the participants. This was implemented in 

two di仔erentperiods to ensure a sufficient number of participants: one in late July, just before 

classes in the first semester ended, and the other in late December, just before classes in the second 

semester went into the winter vacation. Each time the questionnaire was implemented during 

their class hour with permission and help合omtheir attendant teacher. 

The data analysis was sta此edas soon as the first batch of data was collected. This is said to 

give researchers an opportunity to improve the research design and data collection仕omthen on 

(Wellington, 2000). 

Closed-ended questions on the questionnaire have been analyzed quantitatively, the results of 

which were presented by using the Excel software. The results thus obtained were then compared 

and con甘・astedagainst some other studies available (Radnor, 200 I). 

4. Results and discussions 

4.1 Frequency of the use of textbooks 

Table 2 shows that, generally speaking, textbooks were used often in classes，由oughnot so 

合・equentlyfor the class in Oral Communication II. More白an65% of the students answered that 

白eyused textbooks for almost every class hour, which is coπespondent to the results obtained by 

Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki (2008) and Japan Textbook Research Center (2008). The 

results illustrate the cen甘alityof textbooks used for teaching English at Japanese senior high 

schools, as pointed out by Wakabayashi and Imura ( 1980) and Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki 

(2008). 

However, the figures for the regular use of textbooks differ depending on the class. While 

around 85% of the students used textbooks for almost every class hour for English I and II，出e

figures for Oral Communication I, Reading and Writing were between 65% and 75%, and the 

figure for Oral Communication II was less白an60%. 百1ismay suggest由民 forclasses other 

than English I and II, some other activities which did not need the use of textbooks were conducted 

more often. This is probably because, unlike English I and II which are concerned with all aspects 

of the four language skills, such classes as Oral Communication I and II, Reading, and Writing 

generally focus on some p釘ticularaspects, which may make it easier for teachers to concentrate on 

some other activities extensively. 
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Table 2 Frequency in the use of textbooks初Englishclasses 

Class English I English II oca1 OCII Reading Writing 

N 255 233 233 50 198 238 

5b(%) 141 (55.3%) 127 (54.5%) 97 (41.6%) 18 (36.0%) 87 (43.9%) 100 (42.0%) 

4c(%) 77 (30.2%) 68 (29.2%) 58 (24.9%) 11 (22.0%) 56 (28.3%) 73 (30.7%) 

3d (%) I ( 0.4%) I ( 0.4%) 12 ( 5.2%) 2 ( 4.0%) 5 (2.5%) 9 ( 3.8%) 

2c (%) 3 ( 1.2%) 5(2.1%) 11 ( 4.7%) 5 (10.0%) 2 ( 1.0%) 3 ( 1.3%) 

Ir(%) 3 ( 1.2%) 4 ( 1.7%) 11 ( 4.7%) 3 ( 6.0%) 7 ( 3.5%) 9 ( 3.8%) 

0曲部併〕30 (11.8%) 28 (12.0%) 44 (18.9%) 11(22.0%) 41 (20.7%) 44 (18.5%) 

M(l・5) 4.55 4.51 4.16 4.00 4.36 4.30 

Note.‘M’in the table is the average number of answers仕om5 to I. 8'0C’stands for‘Oral 

Communication'. b‘5’stands for ‘（the textbooks釘・eused）泊 everyclass’. c,4’stands for‘in almost 

every class'. d‘3’stands for ‘sometimes＇.仇2’standsfor 'rarely'. r, I’stands for ‘not at all＇.‘O白ers’
include those who chose ‘Don’t remember' or did not answer由equestion. 

4.2 Use of teaching materials other than textbooks 

According to Table 3, more than one-third of the students answered白紙 workbooksand 

teacher-produced materials were also used in all the English classes, which is co町・espondentto白e

results obtained by Ichikawa’s study (2006) on the classes of Oral Communication. The fact由at

teacher-produced materials were used rather企equentlymay indicate由民 althoughtheir teaching 

was based on the main textbooks, teachers were not totally dependent on them and made efforts to 

help their students understand the contents of their classes one way or another, as indicated by 

Baumann and Heubach (1996) and Japan Textbook Research Center (2008). It would be 

interesting to know how the teachers viewed the textbooks由eyused and what aspecお those

teacher-produced materials dealt with. 

Audio materials were also used in most of the classes ( except for Writing classes), notably in 

English I and II, in which more than half of the students said白紙由eyused such materials. Given 

that the results訂ecorrespondent to Ichikawa (2006), it may suggest that teachers began to 

recognize the importance of developing their students’listening skills and甘iedto reflect比intheir 

classes, probably because listening comprehension tes包 werenewly included as p釘tof the 

National Center Tests for University Admissions (i.e., standardized tests for all national university 

applicants) in 2006 (Matsunaga, 2007). 
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Table 3 Use of teaching materials other than textbooks初 Englishclasses 

Class English I English II oc•1 OCII Reading Writing 

N 255 233 233 50 198 238 

WBb (%) 99 (38.8%) 87 (37.3%) 90 (38.6%) 17 (34.0%) 70 (35.4%) 118 (49.6%) 

GBC (%) 66 (25.9%) 62 (26.6%) 91 (39.1%) 20 (40.0%) 54 (27.3%) 113 (47.5%) 

AM'1(%) 135 (52.9%) 121 (51.9%) 72 (30.9%) 15 (30.0%) 86 (43.4%) 63 (26.5%) 

A~ (%) 10 ( 3.9%) 9 ( 3.9%) 9 ( 3.9%) 3 ( 6.0%) 5 ( 2.5%) 3 ( 1.3%) 

TPMr (%) 121 (47.5%) 116 (49.8%) 79 (33.9%) 17 (34.0%) 94 (47.5%) 116 (48.7%) 

OM8 (%) 3 ( 1.2%) 2 ( 0.9%) 2 ( 0.9%) 2 ( 4.0%) 4 ( 2.0%) 2 ( 0.8%) 

0血ers(%) 51 (20.0%) 48 (20.6%) 51 (21.9%) 9 (18.0%) 55 (27.8%) 43 (18.1%) 

Note. The sum of the percentage poin臼 exceedsI 00%, as multiple materials訂eused in由eclass. 

a‘oc’stands for ‘Oral Communication'. b, WB’stands for ‘workbooks'. c‘GB’stands for‘grammar 

books'. d‘AM’stands for ‘audio materials'. c‘AVM’stands for ‘audio-visual materials＇.れTPM’stands
for ‘teacher-produced materials'. 8‘OM’stands for ‘o白ermaterials＇.‘Others’include those who chose 
‘Don’t remember' or did not answer出equestion. 

On the other hand, it is surprising that such audio materials were used in Reading classes rather 

than in Oral Communication I and II classes, in spite of the fact that the latter group of classes were 

supposed to deal mainly with listening and speaking skills (Minis的fof Education, 1999). This 

may indicate that in Oral Communication I and II classes, listening skills were not focused on as 

much as they should, as pointed out by Ichikawa (2006）加dNiizato (2008). One might wonder 

why, but the reぉonis simple. Ironically enough，訂ound40% or more of出estudents used 

grammar books in classes for Oral Communication I, II, and Writing, which sugges臼thatgramm訂

lessons were given in these classes, while in English I, II, and Reading classes, less白an30% of the 

students were given such irregular lessons. Judging企omthese findings, it may be said由atat 

schools where passing the en甘anceexaminations was regarded as出emost important goal, 

grammar, instead of listening and speaking skills, was taught in Oral Communication I, II, and 

Writing classes, whereas in English I, II, and Reading classes, listening skills were more of a 

concern to the teachers in addition to reading comprehension skills. 

Wi白 reg訂dto audio-visual materials, they were rarely used in any of their classes, which was a 

tendency also found by Ichikawa (2006). As for materials other出anthose mentioned above, 

questions仕ompast en甘anceexams or wordbooks were used in some of the classes, but白eywere in 

由eminority. 
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5. Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 

The investigation of this research so far has made it clear that English classes at senior high 

schools were primarily based on authorized textbooks, which indicates the s甘onginfluence that 

authorized textbooks exert on ELT in Japan, as pointed out by Wakabayashi and Imura (1980) and 

Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki (2008). On the other hand, the investigation has also shown 

白紙 teacher-producedmaterials were also being used to some extent. Given白紙 textbooks

usually came with various attendant materials, the results show白紙 teacherswere not totally 

dependent on textbooks and their accompanying materials alone, as discussed by Baumann and 

Heubach (1996). 

This research has also revealed出atg創nm訂 booksare still being used to a certain degree in 

some classes ( e.g., in classes for Oral Communication I, II, and Writing), which seems to indicate 

白atg創nm訂 teachingis still being commonly practiced in many schools, obviously with entrance 

examinations in mind (Ichikawa, 2006; Niizato, 2008). Similarly, audio materials were being used 

rather extensively in English I, II, and Reading classes, which appe訂Sto suggest由説teachersand 

students began to acknowledge the importance of listening comprehension skills. However, given 

that this tendency is probably due to the listening comprehension tests recently added to白e

National Center Tests for University Admissions, it should be said that ELT in Japan is still driven 

byen甘anceexaminations. 

5.2 Limitations of the study and futu陀 E鴫 ea問 h

As with all research, this study suffers企omsome limitations. First of all, in Aki胞 Prefecture,

doing research at senior high schools would involve asking the permission of the prefecture’s board 

of education, as referred to in Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, and Sasaki (2008). This makes it difficult 

for the researcher to directly ask the teachers and students剖 thesenior high schools involved，ぉ

some of their answers to the questions may cause embarrassing problems for the teachers, schools, 

or those in the prefecture’s board of education. 

Alternatively the rese訂 cherasked the questions to university students, yet some did not 

remember precisely what materials were used加 dto what extent they were used in classes at their 

senior high schools. This may be especially甘ueof theはudenおwhoparticipated in白estudy in 

December, which may lower the廿ustworthinessof the results. 

Moreover, the constraints due to the limited time and practicality also precluded the application 

of the location甘iangulation. Given白atmore than half of the p訂ticipantsare企omAkita 

Prefecture ( see 3 .1 ), the results obtained合omthe research may not be able to explain the situation 
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in the whole country, but only the situation in a particular area. Also, the study dealt with only 

around 300 students, which is not sufficient to generalize the results. 

These limitations suggest that there is a need for 白rtherresearch. First, as pointed out above, 

there is a need to involve senior high school students合omacross the whole countηr and increase 

the number of participants. Second, while this research has shown the type of teaching materials 

白紙 werebeing used in English classes, it has not made clear exactly how much those extra 

teaching materials ( other由加 textbooks)we問 actuallyused or ~ those teaching materials, 

including textbooks, were used in their classes. Thus, to白川terclariちrthese issues, it would be 

necessary to supplement this research by observing English classes and/or by oonduc伽g

questionnaires or interviews wi白白eteachers and則 den包 concerned. Fu巾 ermore,to gain a deeper 

insight into the roles and problems of textbooks used in Japan, it will be necessary to gather 

opinions not only合omteachers and students at senior high schools, but also合omthose who are 

concerned wi由 textbooksin di偽 rentroles ( e.g., schools, textbook writers, publishers, and policy 

makers). 

In spite of the limitations enumerated above, since this type of study on teaching materials has 

scarcely been available in Japan, it is hoped that it will generate向社herinterest in the use, 

evaluation, and development of teaching materials in出eELT of Japan. 
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